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another poor soul destroyed by 9 to 5 office bs. seems so u2665u2665u2665u2665in endless piece
ofu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665. This game is so good and so much more than I expected. It was creepy and it has a really
good story.. This is Cthulhian mythos horror done right. Definitely worth playing to 100% completion. This game is worth every
penny if you love the slow burn of a Lovecraftian style mystery that will linger in your mind for a while. *Emphatic
encouragement of Cthulhian spooks done right!!* Plus, the soundtrack is great for giving the spooks in your own day to day
situations. RPGs? Check. Board Games? Check. Halloween? Check. Romantic Dinner for two? Double check!! :D Bonus note:
the Devs are still paying attention to the discussions, so if you have a problem, they at least are still around to help, even while
they have new stuff in the works. I got stuck and wasn't sure why and they helped me out without giving away the puzzles, so
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good on them. I am looking forward to their next game, The Quest Giver, in the hopes that it will satisfy my budding inner GM.
***Kinda SPOILER-y soooo, don't read if you don't want to know.*** And in case anyone thinks this is empty praise, I will
point out it's "flaws" (which aren't really flaws but things you may not expect.) -This game is relatively short. (There are several
"levels", so don't stop the first time you hit an end screen). It's not annoyingly short and does have some replayability to it (but
after you have 100% that replay might be a few years down the road), but it isn't a 30+ hours of action kinda game. I liked that
about it. It stuck to it's story, kept it simple, and didn't feel the need to over do it. -If you aren't paying attention, you can skip
the nuanced changes in each invocation. This adds to the ambiance so do NOT skip dialogues/inner dialogues until you've
played the whole game at least once. (You'll know when you get to the actual ending.) -The actual terrifying "I don't want to go
into the next room. I'm about to cry and shut off the game" level of horror (that I absolutely had during the 1st invocation)
doesn't last the entire game, but Lovecraftian horror doesn't usually work like this anyways. It's more of a slow burning, nagging
curiousity that makes you want to go back and stare even longer into the abyss even if you know you could die, which this game
gets down like a BOSS. So even though it is inspired by Silent Hill, it is not FNAF levels of constant fear and tension (which if
you are expecting this, you will be let down). But like I said earlier, it IS the lingering Cthulhian kind of unsettling that you want
from a Lovecraft-horror game done RIGHT. Cannot stress that enough.. I went into this game expecting it to be a short, hour-
long story with easy achievements. I was wrong. This was a really good game. I loved the layering of the playthroughs, which all
led up to the final meeting. It was very unsettling and the story really draws you in and gets you thinking. The puzzles were a
good level of difficulty, requiring thought but not impossible or unfair. I also love the information in the last book after you
complete the library! Overall, I'd say the game was well worth the price, with content far exceeding my expectations.. A game
that was surprisingly good for how simple it looks. Wait surprised me in how effectively it used lovecraftian themes, such as the
idea that humans are insignificant and cannot comprehend the greater nature of reality. This is executed extremely well and is
not just expressed by making all the bad guys fishmen. Wait has multiple endings that happen based on what you do at different
points, and almost every acheivement for the game is a secret ending or weird side-story. That being said, the choices you make
are hardly clear and this detracts from the game a little, as you have to play the whole game over and over to get many of these
endings and results. For instance, you are given an opportunity to leave a tool, or keep it, seemingly at random. If you keep it,
you miss out on a potential ending. Thats a strange concept, especially since you are given an opportunity to drop it later but if
you try to, your character simply refuses to do so. The puzzles, while usually pretty obvious and clear, sometimes are just you
bumbling and reloading a save in an effort to try and get through an area with all things intact. And finally, since you cant restart
on just any night, you need to play the game 4 or more times to get all the endings and the whole picture, and thats IF you dont
miss anything on any of those playthroughs. this can get very boring if you are like me and dont like doing the same hour long
sequence 5 times just to see a new text box. Overall, not a game I regret buying. Was nice and creepy, and to my surprise you
can in fact die and there are foes in this game to avoid and run from. The multiple endings will appeal alot to many gamers, but
it feels like an artificial way of increasing play hours to me. The game took an hour and a half for me, going intentionally slow
and redoing things to see what happens, and subsequent playthroughs will be shorter naturally. Buy it on sale and you will not
regret doing so, especially if you love the atmosphere of drowning that lovecraftian works give off best.. Ok, let me just tell you
this game is very good for what it's worth. It is 100% the perfect mix of Silent Hill and Lovecraft, as they promised it would be.
The story is really not too captivating, but it's not like we are getting it from the mind of the man Lovecraft himself, but from a
group of people who are absolute fans and are trying to make something 'similar', so I just respect the effort. But don't let that
fool you, you won't be thinking about the story while playing this game, but about the experience. Boy, is this game creepy!
That's just the best part. I don't know how they did it with these graphics, but I felt something I only felt when I played the
Silent Hill games for the first time. That type of horror of 'what's going on here?' The atmosphere and the music are as
suffocating as the SH first three games, packed with eerie feelings and weird things, dimensions, aliens, and rituals. If you like
atmospheric horror, this is it for you! I just have one minor complaint though, and this I hope the developers read someday: you
promised in the description of the game 'no jumpscares', but there are some. They are not too bad or heart attack inducing, but
after reading your description I never expected to see any, and that dissapointed me a little. At the very first night the door slams
in the darkness and that is cheap in my opinion, and too soon too. But I guess it works properly. That's my only MINOR
complaint. The game is great otherwise.. Well, this is a game that was worth every cent. I love the suspense, I love knowing
there are things that are going on, and I even like the feeling I'm missing something. The atmosphere of the game is inspiring, in
a way. It sparks the imagination. I would buy a longer game from this dev in a heartbeat, particularly if it touched on some of
the same themes.. I've spent way too much time on this game, considering that I've really had other things to do. I strongly
reccomend this, especially for the price. I've spent a lot more on much worse games, and this game is actually really good. I like
the writing, the atmosphere, the music. It's all solid and well done. The game is mysterious and yet constantly dangles the
answers you crave just out of reach, compelling you to play the game over and over again to collect every scrap of information
about the world the developer has created. I've almost gotten every achievement and spent maybe three times as long on the
game as would be necessary just to beat the main storyline. Give it a shot.. An Excellent RPG Indie Horror for those who like
replayability with a twist. Playing the game over multiple times reveals more of the story and enhances the risk factor of dying.
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The lovecraftian and silent hill themes work really well with the game and is definently recommended for those who are looking
for a different kind of horror game that really changes pace. See how we did here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5AE4OvQLpPY
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